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[Children's Fiction (Ages 8-12)][Read by Andrew Eiden]Perfect for fans of the Warriors and the

Guardians of Ga'Hoole series, the action-packed fourth and final book in this first arc of the

Guardian Herd series follows Star and his nemesis, Nightwing, as they face off in an epic battle that

will end everything. Star and his friends have been through constant struggle, and now Star faces

his toughest, most deadly challenge yet. Nightwing the Destroyer has captured all the pegasi of

Anok, including Star's friends. And when Star learns of Nightwing's deadly plan for the captured

herd, he knows the time has come to fight. With no one to turn to but his enemy Frostfire, Star

searches Anok with Frostfire to track down Nightwing. And as a violent storm approaches, Star and

Nightwing face off amid quaking lands, dangerous winds, and blazing fires, in a battle to end all

battles -- and one that will determine the fate of all the pegasi in Anok.
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Praise for Landfall--;Perfect for fans of Charlotte s Web and the Guardians of Ga Hoole series,

Alvarez advances the story arc thoughtfully and gives a cliffhanger ending that will leave readers

clamoring for the final series installment. --Booklist"Praise for Stormbound--;Filled with fantastical

action, and rich with description. A well-paced and engrossing story. Alvarez has created a series



that will be beloved by readers. --Voice of Youth Advocates (VOYA)"Praise for Starfire--;Chock-full

of adventure and twists, making it difficult to put down. --School Library Journal"From page one,

Jennifer Lynn Alvarez weaves an epic tale of a doomed black Pegasus foal named Star, whose

race against time will lift the reader on the wings of destiny and danger, magic and hope. It s a world

I did not want to leave, and neither will you. --Peter Lerangis, New York Times bestselling

author"Alvarez s world is lush with description and atmosphere, and her premise has much to offer.

Fans of animal fantasies should find it enjoyable. --Publishers Weekly"This epic adventure is richly

developed. Compelling. --Kirkus" --This text refers to the Library Binding edition.

It has been many moons since Star received his powers, and in that time, Star and his friends have

been through constant struggle. Now Star truly faces his toughest, most deadly challenge yet.

Nightwing the Destroyer has captured all the pegasi of Anok, including Star s friends. And when

Star learns of Nightwing s deadly plan for the captured herd, he knows the time has come to fight.

With no one to turn to but his enemy Frostfire, both pegasi search Anok to track down Nightwing.

And as a violent storm approaches, Star and Nightwing face off amid quaking lands, dangerous

winds, and blazing fires, in a battle to end all battles and one that will determine the fate of all the

pegasi in Anok.In the thrilling conclusion to Star s story, Jennifer Lynn Alvarez combines

page-turning action and high emotional stakes to give readers the final epic confrontation that fans

have been waiting for." --This text refers to the Library Binding edition.

My 12 year old daughter loved it. A great series to gift to any girl who can appreciate a well thought

out fantasy novel. Right up there with the Pegasus series by Kate O'hearn

I thought this series was awesome! I loved it!! There was no description of blood & gore, no

profanity, but there is death, though tactfully written. This is a good versus evil book, and good wins

though you don't think so at some points.

The whole series is amazing! I read the whole series in a week! It's a must read.

My 9 yo daughter's favorite series of books. She can't get enough of them, and she says this is the

best of all.

Omg, it was perfect. Im not going to spoil it, there was some scenes that I knew what was gonna



happen and the book kept me amused unlike all of the other horse books Ive read. Cant wait for the

spinoff series next year.-Chloe

I love this book because it touches you with sadness, and when it's happy, overflows you with joy.

This is the best book series I've ever read, and absolutely love it! I chose this rating because it is the

perfect amount of hope, loyalty, and joy. I am in love with this series! -Skylar wagner

This is my daughter's favorite book series. She was so excited to have it delivered on the release

day!

This book was AMAZING!!! If you love horses/Pegasi you will love these books. I was at the library

when I stumbled across the first book in the Guardian Herd Series and I was hooked! I couldn't stop

reading them, I ended up buy 3 of each book. The author did such a great job of creating characters

that are relatable. The story line is awesome as well, I love that in the beginning of the book she

tells you the Pegasi names and what they look like she also added a map so you can see where

they are through the story. Can't wait for the next one!
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